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ABSTR
Six Models are used to describe th. line shape of proton
nuclear magnetic resonance in drawn poly ethylene terephthal ate). In
each model, it is assumed that the experimental curve can be approximated
by the superposition of four contributions: (1) C2H4 group in trans
conformation, (2) C2H4 group in gauche conformation, (3) benzene ring
group in trans conformation and (4) benzene ring group in gauche
conformation, The orientation function used to this thesis is similar
to that proposed by 1Y odlex. The resultant absorption line shape is
obtained by superposing gaussians of the four contributions with
suitable widths which are chosen for a best fit to the experimental
curve.
The calculated results in this thesis suggest tht.
(1) The pair model is a good approximation for both C2H4 group in tr. an s
conformation and' benzene ring gr- up in gauche conformation
(2) Model (IV) is the most acceptable one among the six models-
In Model (IV), the methylene protons are treated as isolated
pairs both in trans and gauche conformation.- The benzene ring protons
in gauche are treated as isolated pairs, but for benzene ring in trans,
the four protons H,H H H' (Figure 3-17) are treat as a 4-in stem
Although there exist best fits both for field parallel to draw direction
and field perpendicular to draw direction, the parameters of these two
cu'vesare not identical For field perpendicular to draw direction,
the poor agreement of curve (B'5) (same parameters as best fit for
field along draw direction in this model) with the experimental curve
may be due to:
(1) Simplified structural model used in the calculation of orientation
function.
(2) -Invalidity of the assumption of gaussian shape.
C3) Invalidity of the orientation function used,
{1 ) Hindered- rotation in the methylene group.
Since the -six models are static, th calculated curves would
have Setter agreement With the experimental curves if the experimental
cruves are obtained at low temperature such that all thermal motions
vanish.
CHAPTER I
INTRO DUC TI ON
1.1 Introduction
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (N.M.R.) is not a new topic.
In 1946 Purcell, Torrey and Pound!1-1 first sucessfull carried
out the nuclear magnetic resonance experiments in solids. In
1954, more than 400-publication were 1.n .N.N.R.. The rapidity
of the advance is partly to be explained by the relatively
simple apparatus.which the experiments require. The-techniques
nuclear magnetic resonance is well-established nowadays, and
hence it is a good tool to study the structure of various materials.
Line shape of magnetic resonance in solids frequently
gives informations about processes at the atomic level, and
hence the structural information, which can lead to the knowledge
of hindered rotation of molecules or groups inside solids. The
proton nuclear magnetic resonance trace in drawn poly(ethylene
terephthalate) for field parallel to and perpendicular to draw direction
were first obtained by Hyndman and Ori@lio in 19605-1. The theoreti-
cal calculation of N.M.R. line shape in uncrawn semi-crystalline
polyethylene terephthalate) has been done by Eichhoff2-8. In
Eichoff's article, only one molecular.conformation was considered.
In fact, there are two kinds of molecular conformations in semi-
crystalline poly(ethylene terephthalate), one is "trans" and
the other is "gauche". In this Study, we will consider both
trans and gauche conformations as well as the anisotropic dis-
tribution of chain axes. The morels we use are static, where
motions of atoms, molecules or groups will not be taken into
account. The phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance, the
structural features of semi-crystalline poly(ethylene terephthalate),
the two kinds of conformations of poly(ethylene terephthalate)
molecules and dipole broadening will be briefly discussed in
the remaining sections of this introductiory chapter. The
absorption spectrum for drawn polyethylene terephthalate)
will be discussed 'in the next Chapter. It is then followed by
calculation procedures for N.H. R. line shapes, presentation of
results and discussions.
1.2 Nuclear magnetic resonance
It is well known that many atomic nuclei possess an
intrinsic angular momentum or spin. From classical arguments,
this spin gives rise to a magnetic dipole moment. The ratio of
the magnitudes of magnetic dipole 11 and spin angular momentum J
is
(1.1)
The GYROMAGNETIC RATIO G is a characteristic of a
particular nucleus. If the magnetic dipole is placed in. a
magnetic field Ho, as shown in Figure 1-1, the dipole will








FLGURF 1-1 THE CLASSICAL LARMOR PRECESSION IN A
MAGNETIC FIELD
This equation describes the precession of the dipole
about the direction of the applied magnetic field. The rate of
precession is given by the well-known LARMOR angular frequency
C1.3
Suppose now that an additional small magnetic field
is applied at right angle to in the same plane containing
The dipole will experience a couple
tending to increase the angle between and If the
small field is made to rotate about as axis in synchronism
with the precession of the dipole, this couple will ceuso the
angle to increase steadilS, If. on the other hand. rotates
with an anglar frequency different from LARMOR precessional.
frequency, the couple will vary in magnitude and direction
accordin to the relative phase of two -motions. and will merely
produce small perturbations of precessional motion with no net
effect. A resonance therefore occures as angular frequency 2nff
of the rotating field is equal to the angular frequency of
LARMOR precession,
(1 4)
This is known as NUCLEAR MAGNETIC R'l SONANCE and
results in an absorption of power from the alternating field
The NNR result was obtained with a Varian model DP60
dual purpose spectrometer in the physis department of Leeds
University. Dual purpose means that the spectrometer may be
used as a high resolution intrument or as a wide-line instruments e
The N M R line width of protons in poly(ethylene terephthalate)
is of the order of 10 gauss naturally,- the Instrument was used
in the wide-line mode
1.3 'Magnetic dipole broadening of rigid lattice
If the spin density inside the material increases,
dipole-dipole interaction will. take important role such that the
local steady field at any one spin will be the vector sum of the
applied field and the field due to neighbouring -spins. This
results that the' nuclear magnetic absorption line is broadened
aud hence the precessional frequencies of the spin ensemble cover
a range, about the central. frequencyw.




is the distance between the ith Lucleus and its jth neigh-
bour, ofjis the angle between Yi j and the applied static field,
g is the nuclear g factor, p is the nuclear.magneten, Ii, Ij
are spin operator of ith nucleus and jth_- _mucleus respec-
tively, and Iiz, I jz are the z component of Ii. Ij respectively.
The summation limit for ij in (1 .5) depends on the model we
used, In a monomer of a poly(ethylene terephthalate) molecule,
there are a benzene ring group and a C2 H4, group. The four
Yij
protons in benzene. ring group or dinethylene group can be treated
as either a four-proton system or 2 pairs of two-proton systems.
Where four-proton. system is used, the summation limit is four
in (1.5). The summation limit is two when two-proton system is
used,
The experimental N.M.R. trace was obtained by Dr. S.Y.
Feng. The N. M. R. trace in drawn poly (ethylene terenhthalate)
for field parallel to draw direction is shown in Figure 1-2.
Figure 1-3 shows the N. M. R. trace in drawn poly (ethyl ene
terephthalate) for field .p:'erpendicular to draw direction..
Usually, N. M. R. l ne shapes in solids are quite broad
and are often described by a superposition of many Gaussiwi lines
(Figure 1-4) Parker (see Chapter V) in his article has indicated
that the 'Gaussian local field distribution is due to the binormial
distribution which describes the local field distribution of a
system of spin 1/2 particles. It is assumed that the spins are
more or less uniformly distributed in space and that there is a
sufficiently large number of them, This, of course, assumes that
the nuclei are also at rest, which usually occurs at.very low
temperatures------ a condition referred to as the RIGID LATTICE,
1.4 Structural features of oartly crystallise polymers
Solid polymers can exist in an amorphous state charac
terized by a disordered arrangement of molecules and in crystalline
state characterized by three dimensional, order, Crystallization.
causes spectacular changes in the properties of polymer, e.g. In
hardness, softening. temperature, density and optical clarity 1_2
1-6
In early days, about 1910 to 1950, all partly crystalline
polymers were considered to be two phase systems made up of
small crystallites imbedded in a amorphous matrix. Each of these
crystallites was supposed to censist of buddle of parallel chains,
shown shematically in Figure 1-5, .with each crystallite so
small that a single molecule passed through several crystals.
This concept of polymer crystallinity was called FRINGED
MICELLAR theory. The fringed micellar theory predicted that
a polymer could never become 100% crystalline because, as
crystallization progressed, the portions of molecules in
amorphous regions would becozie strained and this strain would
finally prevent further c rystali_ization. This theory appears
to be very satisfactory for explaining observed facts- imperfact
crystallinity, the size of the crystal.? Ines, etc. But, in
recent years, single crystals can be prepared from solutions
of various polymers. This indicated that the fringed -micellar
theory was inadequate. Mordern point of view regards highly
crystalline polymers as single crystalline phase with defects.
The percentage of crystallinity of the sample is approxiimately
and two-phase system is used in this thesis.
Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) is semi-crystalline
without straining, and the structure of the crystalline region
vas determined by Bunn (see Chapter III) from X-ray diffraction.
The arrangement of molecules in polyethylene terephthalate)
crystallite is shown in Figure 3-17. The arrangement of hydrogen
1-7
atoms in a monomer of a poly(ethylene terephthalate) molecule
is shown in Figure 2-1
Another important structural feature in bulk poly-
ethylene is chain folding. All the polymer single crystals
have the same appearance, being compose of thin, flat platelets
about 100A (1 A= 108 c.m.) thick and often many microns in
lateral dimensions. The platelet is called lamellae. The
thickness of lamellae depends on the c yrstallization temperature
and any subsequent annealing treatment. From X-ray and electron
diffraction, it was surprising that the polymer chains were.
almost normal to the lamellae plane. Since the molecules in
polymers were at least 1000A long and lamellae were only 100A
thickness, it was suggested that the chains were folded through
180 to back to themselves many time 1-5. This chain folding
therefore is true for many polymers for which single crystals
have been prepaired. In polyethylene, for example, the molecules
can fold in such a way that only five chain carbon atoms are
involved in the chain itself 1-5
By using low-angle and wide.angle X-ray diffraction, the
detailed structure study of orientated-annealed sheets of low
density and linear polymer can be obtained For highly drawn,
low density annealed samples of polyethylene, the molecule chains
are along the draw direction, while the lamellae planes are
oriented about the draw direction. The lamellae surfaces make
angle 45 with the draw direction and the chain axis 1-4
1 810 57 6 4 3 012
Gauss
FIGURE 1-2 THK NMK LINE SHAPE IN DRAWN PET FOR EIELD
PARAIIFL TO DRAW DIREVHON
10 9 67 4
FIGURE 1-3 THE NMR LINE SHAPE IN DRAWN PET FOR FIELD










FIGRF 1- 4 THE GAUSSIAN SHAPF
-4
FIGURE 1-5 THE FRINGED MICELLE MODEL
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1.5 The aggregate model1-4
The simplified model for polymer used here is called
the AGGREGATE model. This model was first irtroduced by ward5-5
to calculate the optical and mechanical properties of oriented
polymer. In this model, polymer is considered as a collection
of anisotropic units of structure (or called packets), and the
knowledge of detalled structure of the packets is not required. In
the case of polyethylene, the packet is considered as a group of
unit cells together with some proporticn of amorphous material.
For each packet,there is a Stmmetry axis. This symmetry axis
is assumed to be transversely isotropic. Ad in polyethylene, the
c axis pf tje imot cell istaken as the symmetry axis. The
isotropic polymer. is thus formed by a coolection of packets
whose symmetry axes are randomly crieneed.
It is well known that an oriented structure is obtained
as the polymer is drawn ubiaxially. The degree of allgnment
along the draw direction clearly ddepends on the draw ratio
and the temperature of drawing. From observations o? X-ray
diffraction, we know that the sheets or polyethlene are trans-
versely isotropic as it is cold drawn. This transverse isotropy is
asswmed to arise from the transverseisotropy of the symmetry axes
of the packets in the aggregate model.
Generally, the packet is regarded as a molecular chain
in determining the orientation of packets. Ward 5-7in his article
showed that the packets can be much more general and the detailed
structure of the packets were not required.
1
The aggregate model rovides a convenient tool to
calculate the. orientation function inside a drawn polymer.
By using this model, many mathematical transformation can be
carried out without knowing the detailed structure of the polymer.
1 .6 Two kinds of comdoemations in poly (ethylene terohthalate)
From the infrared spectra of amorphous and partly
crystaline polyethylene terephthalate, it is suggested that
differences between amorphous and partly crystalline samples
were due to conformational changes in the amorphous regl on3-1/
In crystalline regions, only trans conformational of the
CH 0
CH2 group exists (Figure 1-6), whereas in amorphous
regions, an additional conformations is also possible. Thts
additional conformation appeared to be a "gauche" form. The
gauche conformation can be-produced by a bicycling rotation
principally involving rotations about the C-0 bonds, the
0
C C groups remaining rigid. From the intensity
0
of the infrared spectra of amorphous poly(ethylene terephthalate)
and the intensity of the infrared spectra of partly crystalline
poly(ethylene terephthalate), the relative numbers of groups in
trans conformation and gauche conformation can be estimated.
The ratio of trans to gauche for the sample used here is 0.56:
0.44, according to our communication with Dr.A J. Manuel of Leeds
University.
since the relative proportions of the trans conformation







FIGURE 1-6 PET THE TRANS CONFORMATION
(a) AND THE GAUCHE CONFORMATION (b)
15°
from infrared spectra. the exact valuo of crystat Iirity can
not evaluated. The erystallinlty of the samplo can only
be estimsted approxinately by the ingrared specira The approximete
crystalljnuty of the sample used is 56% The molecular chains
in fact have helix conformation in polyothylene terophthalate)
In this thesi, the helical structures of molecular chains in




THEORETICAL EVALUATION OF THE ENERGY SPECTRUM FOR
PARIIALLY ORIENRED POLYMER (POLY(ETH YLENE TEREPHTHALATE))
2.1 Introduction
A number of physical Phenomena may contribute to the
width of a resonance line. The most prosaic is the lack or
homogeneity of the applied static magnetic field. By dint of
hard work and clever techniques nowadays, the imhomogeneity of
the source can be reduced in such a way that it has little
contribution to the shape of the resonance line. If a nucleus
pocesses a non-vanishing electrlc-quadrupole moment, the
degeneracy of the resonance freaquencies between different
values may be lifted, giving rise to either resolved or unresolved
splittings 2-1. The latter effectively broaden the resonance.
Also the spic-lattice relaxation time eddectively broadens the
resonance lines corresponding to an energy spread of the order
h/t, where T is the relaxation time.
In this thesis, all these effects aro ignored and we
only concentrabe on the contribution of the magnetic dipole
coupling between the various nuclei to he width of Zeeman tran-
sition. This appoximation is quite good, since in this thesis,
only hydrogen nuclei (protons) are considered, which have spin 1/2,
thus have vanishing queadurpole moments, and the spin-lattice
relaxation time of the sample(poly(ethylene terephthalate))is
2
rather long so that the. broadening due to spin-relaxation time
is small and can be neected.
The polymer we study here is poly(ethylene terephthate).
A monomer of poly(ethylene terephthate) molecule is- CO.C 6 H 4 .Co.
0. (CH2)20- ,it consists of one C 2 A 4 group and a benzene ring.
The nuclear magnetic resonance of poly(ethylene terephthate)
arises from hydrogen nuclei in both dimethylene group and benzene
ring. Since there are four protons in dhmethylene group (also
true for benzene ring), the energy spectrum may be considered
as due to four-spin. system or two two-spin systems. Whether it
is four-spin or two-spin, depends on the distance between the
four protons. Refer to Figure 2-1, if r r r r
2, 23, 34
are of the same order of magnitude, or the difference between
them are.not great, four-spin system must be used. If two of
them is much greater than the other two , i.e.
r2r12
r43 r14
then, the interaction can be treated as due to •.wo two-spin
systems,i.e., dueto pair interaction betweenspin 1 andspin 4 andpair interaction betweenspin 2 andspin 3. In this thesis,
both two-spin system and 4-spin system have been applied to either
the dimethylene group or benzene ring, and the reason for this
will be explained in Chapter III and Chapter IV. Therefore it
is necessary to introduce the theoretical evaluation of the
spectrum for two-spin system and four-spin system. In section
two of this chapter, the Hamiltonian for dipole-dipole inter-
action is first introduced, and the spectrum for two-spin
system is carried out clearly in part(I) of section three.














FIGURE 2-1 ARRANGEMENT OF HYDROGEN
ATOMS IN A MONOMER OF PET
2.2 Dipole-dipole interaction
The classical expression for the potential energy Eij
of magnetic interaction between two magnetic dipole moment Ui and
Uj is,
(2.1)
where, Yij is the radius vector from Ui to Uj .(The expression is
unchanged if Yij is taken a = the vector from µi. to Uj) e
If,Ui is the magnetic moment of the ith nucleus, and
Uj is that of the jth nucleus, then the expression (2.1), treated
as an operator, and summed over all possible pairs, is the dipole-
dipole interaction term in Hamiltonian.
Therefore, the Hamiltonian for dipole-dipole interaction
is.
(2.2)
where, g is the nuclear g-factor (or called the Lande g-factor),
the nuclear magneton. Ii the spin of the ith nucleus.
(2.3)
2By a straight forward calculation, which is carried
out in Appendix I, the Hamiltonian n can be written as,
Aij (Ii.Ij- 31izIjz)n i, J
i<j
where,
cos Zgij 1Ai gz 2 Yij-3
2 (2.4)2
Oil is the angle between the vector ij and the static
magnetic field.
If M is total quantum number associated with the Z
component of the total angular momentum, the selection rule is
M 1
2.3 Nuclear magnetic resonance s-oectrum.
/2(I) Spectrum for systems of two identical nuclei of spin 1/2
Sectrum for systems of two identical nuce of
5 2-6.2 2-4spln 1 had been calculated out by Andrew and Pak
We here apply their Method to our case of NMR in PET.
From(2.4), the Hamiltonian for dipole-dipole inter-
action is,




1Aij j g 2 B 2 Yij (3cos2eij l (2.5)2
g is the nuclear g factor, P is the nuclear magneton, Yij is
the distance betwecA ith nuclei and the jth, Oij is. the angle
between vector Yij and the static magnetic field: Ii is the spin
27
operator of the ith nuclei and lj the spin operator the jth .
F or systems of two identical
(2.6)
where , r is the distance between the nuclei , 0 is the angle
between vector T and the static manetic field
W rite,
H ence,
( 2 . 7 )
B y using,
( 2 . 8 )
the H amiltoniancan be rewrittenas ,




Clearly M commutes with and .Since I is
the total angular momentum, by writing,we have
It is obvious that. Iz commutes with because
commutes with Because
also commutes with therefore it is appropriate
to use the IM representation. The matrix elements are most easily
calcvleted in an representation which makes necessary the
transformation from basis to the basis. Detailed calcul-
ation of the transformation is given in App.endix II, and the
transformation is,





The splitting of energy levels due to dipole-dipole
interaction are,
(2.12)
The unperturbed levels (the Zeeman levels) and the
perturbed levels for the two-spin.system are shown in Figure 2-2.
2-9
Reboanco absorption occurs for the nerturbed system when
In order to satisfy this conaition, we obtain
(2,.l3)
(2.14)
where II is the applied static magnetic field Subsitution of
hv = gBh yeiida
(2.15)
Let the static magnetic field H be in the z direction,
the small r. f. field being perpendicular to H, which is along
the x direction, Hx = H1 coswt. The perturbed Hamiltonian is
(2.16)
The transition amplitude from state i to state f is
2 .7, 2-8.
where, K is a constant that need not concern us here i, f are
eignstates' of The transition probability is then,
(2.17)
2-10




therefore the normalized probability for a transition governed
by each sign in (2.15) isThe transition oro bability has
great effect on the resultant line shape, especially for, four
identical nuclei systems which will be disscussed latter. The
way i_ow the transitioii probability effects the resultant line
shape will be explainned in Chapter III.
(II) spectrum for systems of four identical nuclei of spin




rij is the distance-between i th nucleus and its jth neighbour,
Tiz and I j z are the z component of Ii, Ij respectively, g is
the nuclear g factor, B is the nuclear magneton, and Oij is the
angle between ri j and the applied static magnetic field.
2In some conifornatios see Chapter III), the four
Protons in dimethy1ene group or one four protons in benzene
ring group in poly( ethylene terephtalate) molecules satify
13the following conditions
(2.20)
Because Ajj is a function of Yijond0ij only, from
(2.20), it is clear that
(2.21)
Under conditions given by (2.21), the Hamiltonian d can
be greatly siplifield. Thus, the energy levels and eigenstatos
can be obtained much more easily.
To see whether further factoring is possible or not, a
representation is introduced which diagonalized the squares of
operators. We define L, S, I, M as follows:
It is apparent that I2 commutes with all terms of the
form I,. 14 in (2.19). Matrix elements in (2.19) can be most
213
easily evaluatedin M 1 M 2 M 3 M 4 representation; thereforetrans -
formationfrom LSIM basis to M 1 M 2 M 3 M 4 basis is necessary. T he
transformationis 2 . 9
M 1 M 2 M 3 M 4 R epresentationLSIM
R epresentation
2are up spins or the nuclwhere,
For al1are the down spins of the nuclei.
and,
(2.23)
The matrix elements for Hamiltonian (2,19) with condi-
2-08,
tions (2.21) has been worked out by Eichhoff and Zachman
Their calculations were based on the results worked out b Bersohn
2.9,
and Gutowsk Unfortunately, there are some mistakes in the
y2-9 therefore some ofresults obtained by Bersohn and Gutowsk
the ener.,gy levels worked out- by Eichhoff and Zachmann are wrong.
In this thesis, the matrix elements for Hamiltonian are recal-
culated, the detailed evaluation for them is given in Appendix










H = 3/4 (A23-A14)
H24 = -3/4(A23 - A14) H24 = 3/4(A23 - A14)
H34 = (A23-A14)/4
H34 = 1/4
H35 = -1/4(A23 - A14)
H45 = A13/2-1/4(A14 +A23)




H78 = 1/2 (A14-A23)
2For (2 .25)
And, the matrix elements have oroiDerty
for i (2,26)
The values in bracket are those from Eichhoff and
2-8
Zachman and they are wrong.
By using matrix elements (2.24) and (2.25),. the energy








A23 A14E7 A 23 21 2
A13(A122 2









A23 2Roo s3 6 143 3
A1 A13
2 1E11 (A23+A14) 2Roo s3 63 3
where,
R 1 H610 H66 23H 611 2 3H 10113
1 H 66 3 1 1 1cos
H 66 H loll H66 H610 H66 H611 2 -H610 H 611 H10113R3 627 6
(2,27).
Again, the wrong energy levels of reference (2.8) are given in brackets
between then.
The energy levels and the transitions are shown in Figure 2-3.







M = 1: :
CPi= ai(p 2+ bicp3+ dip4+ dicp5





2(H22-Ei ) 2 + 4H24 2
bi= 0
H 22- E i
ci di






2(H33 - E)+4H34 2
33 j 34
2H 34bj
2(H33 Ej 2 + 4H 34 2
(2.29)
M=0:
cpn= acp7+ bncp8+ cncp9+ dncp6+ 1 ncp10+ f ncp11






4H78 + 2(H77 - En) 2
H77- E
c'n- b'n













The transition probability, as given by (2.17) is
where,Qi, Qf are eigenvectors of(. By using (2.27), (2, 28) and (2, 29),
the transition. probabilities are,
.M=2 N= 1
where
Wl = aJ j=2,3,4,5.
(2.31)





f'm= (H 66 - Em)(H1011-Em)-H610(H610 + H611)
Km
Y = (H 66 - Em)(H 1011-Em) - H 610(H 610 + H611)
Q = (H 66 - Em)(H 1011-Em) - H 610(H 610 + H611)
R = (H611 - H610)(H1011 - Em)
[Y 2 + Q 2 + R 2] 1/2
2
where,
k = 2, 3, 4, 5
j = 6,7,8,9,10,11.
(2.32)
The detailed calculations of transition probabilities is in
App-endix VI. The transition probabilities are of great importance in
the determination of line shape, which will be discussed in Chapter III.
Because the energy spectrum for M= -l, -2 is identical to
the spectrum for M= 1, 2, therefore it is not necessary to carry out












FIGURE 2-2 ENERGY LEVELS AND TRANSITIONS












FIGURE 2-3 ENERGY LEVELS AND
TRANSITIONS FOR 4-SPIN SYSTEM
CHAPTER III
CALCULATING PROCEDURES OF THE LINE SHAPE FOR.PARTIALLY
ORIENTED POLY(ETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE)
3.1 Introduction
As stated in the-introduction of Chapter I, the main
purpose of this thetis is to. calculate the proton nuclear
magnetic resonance line shape in drawn pol (ethylene terephthalate)
and compare it with the experimer.tal result, which was obtained
by. Dr. S. Y. Feng when he was on leave at the University of Leeds,
England. In Chapter II, only spectrum for proton pair system
and four-spin system.are deduced out, We will explain in this
chapter how to use the results obtained in the last chapter to
calculate the proton nuclear magnetic resonance line shape in
drawn poly(ethylene tererhthalate)
As described in Chapter I, there are. two conformations
in poly(ethylene terephthalate) fibras 3=1 one is trans, and
the other is gauche, The positions of the hydrogen atoms when
the molecule is in trans conformation are different from those in
gauche. Therefore it is necessary to consider C2H4 group in
trans, C 2 H 4 in gauche, benzene ring group in trans and benzene
ring group in gauche seperately. In this thesis, for a monomer
in a poly(ethylene. terephthalate) molecule, the models chosen
are as follows:
(I) The dimethylene group protons are treated as isolated pairs,
but the benzene ring protons H1 HZ H3 H4 (Figure 3-17) are
treated as a 4--spin system.
3-1
(II) Same as model (I) except that the dirnethylene (C 2H)
4
protons H' H' H' H, (Figure 3-17) in trans conformation
1 2 3 4
are considered as 4-spin system. The dimethylene protons in
gauche form are still considered as pairs.
(III) Same as model (I) except. the benzene ring group protons
of two neighbouring chains H3 H4 H5 H6 (Figure 3-17)are considered
as a L-spin system.
(IV) Same as model (III), except not all benzene ring protons
but those in trans conformation are treated as !f-spin system.
(V) Same as model (IV), except that the dimethylene protons
H1' H'2 H3' H' (Figure 3-17) in trans conformation are con-
1 2 3 4
sidered as 4-spin system. The methylene protons in gaucho
conformation are still considered as pairs.
(VI) Same. as model (IV) except the methylene protons of two
neighbouring chains H3' Hk H5' H6' (Figure 3-17) in trans con-
formation are considered as h-spin system. The methylene protons
in gauche form still are considered as Pairs.
The sample studied have been drawn to a draw ratio
of 3-25 according to Mr. Tony Cunningham (Leeds University)
from whom the sample was obtained. Since the material have
been. drawn, there must be an orientation distribution of molecular
chains inside poly(ethylene terephthalate). The method for
obtaining the distribution of-chain axes (orientation function)
will be described in setion 3.2. The orientation factor
P2(cos O)> for trans calculated by using this orientation
function is 0.67. The experimental value from refractive
3-2
indices meaureTn is Apparently, the value 0.67
is very much different from the experimental one. This indicates
that the distribution of chain axes we used in this thesis is not
a suitable and correct one. We will discuss something more
about this in Chapter V.
In the following section, the methods for calculating
the proton nucl ear_magnetic resonanc e, line shape for different
models are considered, i.e. proton pair and four-spin system.
Finally, the calculating method of proton nuclear magnetic res-
onance line shape in drawn polyethylene terephthate) is introduced
3.2 Chain ox6 distribution (Orientation fuction) in Drawn Pol
(ethylene Tresrrhthalate)
Before calculating the proton nuclear magnetic reson-
ance line shape, the orientation functi:onin drawn poly(ethylene
terephthalate must be known. The orientation function used
here is based on the idea first introduced by Modlen
In three dimensions, the density of fibre axes oriented
herein a particular direction may be represented by
is a solid angle. Assume initially, the axes are randomlydis-





since all possiblo fibre orientation noy bo conci deead
ac originating at the origin of a unit sphere, and pabuing through
a hcminpherical surface. Hence, the integral is porformed over a
solid angle 2.
It is easily understood that ony flbro whose axia threade
through part of the surface or the sphere before doformation will
thread through the corresponding deformation portion of the dic-
toned surface after deformation.,
As in Figure 3-1, the co-ordinate of P, which is on the
unit sphere is (X1 ,X2, X3), where
X12 + X22 + X32 =1
refer to the principal axis of strain. The fraction of fibres
thread through an area dS in the surfarce around. P is dN, then
(3.3)
After deformation, the co-ordinates of P, now repre-
sented by P' (Figure 3-2), become (n1 x1, n2x2, n3 x 3), where ni,
n2, and n3 are the draw ratios. For zero volume change,
n1n2n3=1
(3.4)










Hence, the density of fibres oriented parallel to a
given direction in the deformed body is proportional to the third
power of the radius vector from the origin to the strain ellipsoid's
surface. This is true only for fibres originally distributed
randomly in three dimensions.
Initially,
(3.9)
After deformation, the coordinates of P, become
(3.10)




which is called s ir'' rn elUJ psoic
For drawn rpoI y( e hyleme ten jr- e p h t haI ate) r t11e staff rl it
axilatric,the distrlhution of cratn axes is tamtropir in x-y
plane (draw direction is along the z azis) the 2
n2nl














By using the transformation from rectangular co-

















03.16) can be rewritten as,where d
d
(3.17)
because r is indeendent of





The sample studied here is in solid phase. It contains
not orly crystalline region, but also amorphous region. From Ward
all polyethylene terephthalate)molecules in crystalline region
are in trans, but in amorphous region, trans and gauche can both
exist. We actually do not know the ratio of trans and gauche in
amorphous region because all molecules in crystalline region are
in trans,therefore-we can assume in the-amorphous-region, the
ratio of gauche is much greater than trans. Hence the orientation
function for gauche is random, i.e. the orientation function is (3.19)
with n=l, the. deformation (drawn) has no effect on gauche. Thus,
the orientation function for trans is (3.'19) with n=3.25. Figure 3-3
indicates the frequency distribution curves for fibre orientations























0 17.5° 37.5° 57.5° 77.5° 97.5°
FIGURE 3-3 ORIENTATION FUNCTIONS FOR:
I.n -- 3.25; II.n -- 1.
f
3.3 Calculation of Proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Lind Shape
for systems of proton pair in Drawn Pol(ethylene tereDhthalate)
As stated in the introduction of Chapter II, the
nuclear magnetic absorption can be treated as due to four-
proton system or two-proton system in di.methylene group (also
true for benzene ring group). Here, we only discuss the method
for obtainning the nuclear. magnetic resonance line shape for two-
proton systems. The nuclear magnetic resonance line shape for
four-proton systems. will be considered in the later section.
The procedure used here is similar to that used by
-2-62-5 First, the distribution function of componentPake
line centres must be found. In his article, the sample was
powdered CaSO. 2E20, therefore the individual' crystal axes
were distributed randomly over all directions. Hence, the
orientation of dipole pairs (two-proton systems) was isc trop-
ieally ditributed. The fraction of pairs lying between 0 and
0+dO is d(cos 0). Let g(h) be the normalixed distribution
function, which desknribes. the absorption signal. as a function
of h where h is defined by h= H- H*, then, the fraction of
transition per unit time governed by the positive sign in
(2.15),
(3.20)
where, the factor comes from the -act that the tra Aioal
-gnsign in (2.15) ig 1/2Probability for each sgn in




Evidently changing sign in (2.15) gives,
(3.22)
therefore the resultant total distribution is
(3.23)
The positive sign is to be taken for
and the minus sign is for
The distribution obtained from (3.23) is plotted as the broken line
in Figure 3-4. The broken line so far neglects the broadening
of the line due to local field of all other neighbours. If
3/2gBr-3
-10
-5 0 5 10
h(Gauss)
FIGURE 3-4 BROKEN LINE IS THE CALCULATED
DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENT LINE CENTERS.
THE CONTINUOUS LINE IS THE CALCULATED
LINE SHAPE OBTAINED BY SUPERPOSING
GAUSSIAN OF WIDTH 154 GAUSS
ACCORDING TO THIS DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION.
(FROM PAKE2-6/)
local field is taken into account, the resultant nuclear
magnetic resonance line shape is
(3.24)
where,
b is the line width
which is the continuous line in Figure 3-4.
In our case of drawn poly (ethylene terephthalate),
when the static magnetic field is parallel to the draw direction,
cos oij may be written as (detailed derivation is given in
ADDendix VII),, 1.e
(3. 25)
where. B. is the angle that the vector (Yij) connecting the
Is angle betweenproton pair makes with the chain axis
chain axis and the draw direction (z axis and the) component
of yij which is perpendiculer to the chain axis makes angle
with x axis, and makes angle with the z - y plane.
(see Figure 3-5)
From Figure 3-6, when the static field is perpendicular
to the draw direction, we have
sin cosCOE sin, cos cos COscos
sinsinsin,
(3.26)
where C is the angle that the-static magnetic makes with
the y axis.
The distribution function is rather difficult to
obtain analytically. In order to calculate the distribution
function, a step-wise approach is used, In the calculation,
1
the sample is assummed to be transversely isotropic which
is true in our case, We would not. explain the approach here,
but a brief explanation is given in Appendix, VIII.
According to the proton positions worked out by
3-7
Mr. Tony Cunningham, of Leeds University, England , the
distance (Yg) between protons in the pair and the angle (Be)
thatXy (vector joining the two protons in a pair) makes with the
3 ofrotons in achain axis are calculated. The position
unit cell of PET are listed in Table 3-1. Figure 3-17 shows
the arrangement of protons corresponding to Table 3-1.
The values of rij and B for proton ??airs in a
monomer in a poly (ethylene terephthalate) molecule when it is













FIGURE 3-5 ORIENTATION OF Yij








FIGURE 3-6 RIENTATION OF AS




hen, The Poly(ethyleneTable 3-2. Values of rij and





H3_ H4 2.417 20.6
4.227H1 H3 1 10.207
H2- H4 110.2074.227




H2- H4 2.45192 99.651
3-19
H1-H3
Table 3-1. (I) Positions Of Protons In Units Of A For PET In Trans.
0
(II) Positions Of Protons In Units Of A In PET In Gauche
(I)


























From Table 3-2, the proton pair distance r 12- and r
34
are the same, so are r13 and r24. But r13. or r24 is nearly
twice as much as r12 or r34. Therefore we can assume-the inter-
action between two pairs, H1- H2, and H3 -H4 is small compared
with the interaction within either of the two hairs. Then, we
can treat the four pr,,tons in benzene ring group as two identical,
non-interacting proton pairs, Similary, the four protons in dime-
thylene group can be treated as two identical, non-interacting
protons pairs, HI H' and H'- H'
1 2 3 4
The values of rij and Bo for proton pairs in a
poly(ethylene terephthalate) -molecule when it is in gauche-form
are given in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3. Values Of rij And Bo When The Poly(ethylene
Terephthalate) Molecules Are In Gauche.
PROTON PAIR






H3 H4 1.788 128.543
H'1 H3 2.472 323
H'2 H'4 3.035 98.14
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From Table 3-3, the distance r12 of H1'- H2' pair
is equal to the distance 1'34 of H'- H' pair, but they are not
3 4
parallel to each other. The distance between protons in H1- H2
pair is smaller than the distance between protons in H,1 H 3
and H2 H4 pairs, therefore we can- treat the four protons in
4
dimethylene group( C2H4 group), as -two non--interacting, proton
pairs, H1- H2, H3- H4. Similar argument as in trans, the
four protons in benzene ring group can be treated as two identical,
non-interacting pairs.
Figure 3--7, Figure 3-8. are histograms of distribution
function for dimethylene group in trans and distribution function
for benzene ring in trans respectively Figure 3-9 is the
histrogram of distribution function for dimethylene group in
gauche for H'3-H4 pair, Egure 3-10 is the histrogram of
distribution function for dimethylene group in gauche for H1- H2
pair. The Figure 3-11 is the distribution function for benzene
ring group in gauche. All the above histrograms are for static
magnetic field paralel to the draw direction .
For the situation that the static magnetic field is
perpendicular to the draw direction, the distribution functions
are shown in Figure 3-12---- 3-16.
The absorption line shape for each distribution function
can be obtained by superposing a gaussian shape to each distribution
function, as stated in (3.24). In the step-wise approach, the















FIGURE 3-7 DISRIBUTION FUNCTION FOR
2-SRIN SYSTRM IN G2H4 GROUP IN
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FIGURE 3-8 DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION FOR
2-SPIN SYSTEM IN BENZENE
RING IN
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FIGURE 3-9 U STRIBUION FUNCTION FOR
2-SPIN SYSEM IN C2H4 GRCU ln GAUCHE,













FIGURE 3-10 DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION FOR
2-SPIN SYSTEM IN G2H4 GROLP IN
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FIGUKE 3-11 DISTRIBUItUN ruvklJkJv rust
2-SPAN SYSTEM IN BENZENIE RING IN
















FIGURE 3-12 DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION FOR
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2-SPIN SYSTEM IN C2H4 GROUP IN
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FIGURE 3-13 DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION FOR
2-S PIN. SYTEM IN BENZENE RING IN





















FIGURE 3-14 DISIRIEUNON FUNCTIONFOF
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FGURE 3-15 DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION FOR
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FIGURE 3-16 DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
FOR 2-SPIN SYSTEM IN BENZENE RING
IN GAUCHE FIELD IS PERPENICULAR
TO DRAW DIRECTION
Therefore there exist ten dividing points in the range of h
(excluding the zeroth point), Then, the derivative of tha
absorvtion line for each distribution function is,
(3.27)
where,b is the line width of the line width of the Gaussian,
is the distribution function, h -is the magnitude of h at the nth
g is the distrbuton function, hn
dividing point in the range of. h, and H is. the magnetic field strength,
The magnitude of 3/2 gBr-3 for each pair. are. listed in
Table 3-4.
For Each Pair In Dimethylene GroupTable 3-4. Values Of










3.4 Calculation of proton nuclear magnetic resonance line shape
of drawn poly (ethylene terephthalate) using 4-spin system
The method used here is similar to that used in
section 3.3, the two-proton sysrtern. The distribution function
must be first calculated. In the four-proton system, the dis-
tribution function is no longer the population of points as in
two-proton system, but is the, distribution of transition
probabilities. Relationship (2.25) in part (II) of section 2.3
indicates there are eleven energy levels in the spectrum of four-
proton system. By using the selection rule,
M 1
for absorption spectrum, the total number of transitiofs is twenty-
eight for positive M, M= 0,. 1, 2. Corresponding to this twenty-
eight transitions-, there exist twenty-eight transition probabi-
lities. Using the step-wise approach similar to section 3.3, the
distribution function can be calculated. Detailed steps for
calculating the distribution function of four-proton system is
explained in Appendix IX
(I) Distribution fu1.ctions for four-proton system---- four protons
are on the same chain.
As stated in section 3.3, the four protons in dimethylene
group in trans, benzene ring group An gauche and benzene ring
group in trans can be treated as two identical, non-interacting
proton pair. Actually, 'there exist interaction between these two
proton pair.in dimethylene group in trans, benzene ring group in
trans and benzene ring in gauche. If this interaction is also
3-34
taken. into account, Four-proton system. must be used. Refer to
between two protonsFigure 3-17, the values of distance
rij makes with the draw direction in dime-and the angle(
thyene.group in trans are given in Table 3-5.




H1- H2 1.78 84.9
84.9H3 - H4 1.78
Hi - H 3 2.4192 99.651
H 2 - H 4 99.6512.4192
100.785H2- H3 3.035828
H 1 - H 4 94.8053.0336
Ual neable3-5, the distribtition function for dimethylene
group in trans is carried out by computer. rigure 3-18 sfowb the
distribution function for aimethy gene group in trans when the
magnetic field is parallel to the draw direction, and Figure 3-19
shows the distributdon function for dirnethylene group in trans when
the mainetic field is perpendicular to the draw direction. Similar
fromto section 3.3. the range of energy difference
max
andto zero. is divided into ten Darts. Tne values of
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For benzene ring group, the -1ralues of rij and Bo are
listed in Table 3-7. The values in Table 3-7 are true for benzene
ring group in trans and in gauche.
Table 3-7. Values Of rij And B In Benzene Ring Group (Trans
And Gauche)
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using aata in Table 3-7, distribution f junction for benzene
ring group (trans and gauche) can be obtained(carr.ied out by a
computer). Figure 3-20, Figure 3-21, are the distribution function
for benzene ring group in trans end distribution function for
benzene ring-group in gauche respectively.
The above. 'tiro figures are for case that magnetic field•
is parallel to th. draw -direction. Figure 3-22, Figure 3--23 are
distribution function for benzene ring group in trans and distri
bution function for benzene. ring group in gauche respectively, as
the. magnetic fiefs is perpendicular to the draw direction. Th-
general shape of Figure 3-21, Figure 3-23 are quite similar, to each
other, which indicates the distribution function of benzene ring
group in gauche is' approximately independent of the direction of
the static-magnetic field.
Table#j-d lists the values of AE and AE, of the
max min
benzene ring group.
Table 3-8. AEt'AaV And AE Of Benzene Ring Group(lrans And Gauche,m in
ANGLE BETWEEN DRAW
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(II) Distribution function for four-proton system --- the
system is formed by two neighbouring chains
3-From Bunn unitcell of polyethylene terephthalate
is triclinic, with a = 4.56 A. b = 5.94 A. c= 10.75A O= 98.5.
The unit cell of poly(ethyl ene terephthalate)
is shown. in Figure 3-17, where c axis is parallel to the z axis,
x is in the ac plane. Thus, the co-ordinates of hydrogen atom,
H' H6, H5 , H6, in Figure 3-17, can be worked out. Method of
5
calculation is indicated in Appendix X. Refer to Figure .3-17,
values of Yij and in benzene ring group are given in Table
0
3-9• Because distance between the two pairs, H5- H6 and H3- H4
is approximately equal to the distance between two protons in the
pair, it is reasonable to treat H5 H6, H3, H4 as four protons
system.
Table 3-9. Values Of rij And Bo In Benzene Rine Group
PROTON PAIR









The distribution function for benzene ring group in
trans and the distribution function for benzene ring in gauche
are shown in Figure 3-24, -Figure 3-25 respectively.. These
distribution functions are obtained in the situation that the
magnetic field is parallel to the draw direction. When the
magnetic field is perpendicular to the draw direction, the
distribution functions are shown in Figure 3-26, Figure 3-27..
Figure 3-26 is for benzene ring group in trans, Figure 3-27 is
for benzene ring group in gauche. The values of E and
A Emin are listed in Table 3-10. From Figure 3-25 and Figure 3-27,
we can draw a conclusion similar to that for the four-proton
system--- four proton are on the same chain, where the distribution
function for benzene ring group in gauche is approximately independent
of the direction of applied static magnetic field.
Table 3-10. ®E... And 4 Emi n Of Benzene Ring Group (Trans
And Gauche)
ANGLE BETWEEN DRAW
DIRECTION AND MAGNETIC Emin (Ergs)Emax (Ergs)
FIELD. (Degrees)
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For the four protons H 3 H 4 H 5 H 6 in C 2 H 4 group, refer
to Figure 3-17, the values of rand are
Table 3-11. Values Of (Ij and In C 2 H 4 Group (In Trans)
PROTON PAIR
rig (A) (Degrees)Hi- Hj Po
H 3- H 4 1.78 84. 9
H 5- H 6
1.78 84.9
H 3- H5 3. 580617 82.51
H 4- H 6 82.513.580617
H 4_H 5 3. 40463 84.78
H 3- H 6 82.0654.518291Ix C.
Figure 3-28 shows the distribution function for C2 H
4
group in trans when the magnetic field is parallel to the draw
direction. The Emax is equal to 0.2570065 x 10 -21 ergs, and
Eminis equalto -0.1288620x 10 -21 ergs, Becauseof the capacityof the computerweused(ICL 1904), the distribution
function for C 2 H 4 group in trans when the magnetic field perpend-
icular to the draw direction can vot be worked not up to now.
The resultant absorption line shape for each distribu-
tion function can be obtained by superposing a Gaussian Shape
to each distribution function. The absornti on line share is
where, g' is the distribution function b is the line width of the
Gaussian curve, En is the value of E at the nth dividing point
in the. range of E, His the magnetic field strength, ands
equals to 2.82088 x 10 -23 erg G -1.
The derivative of the absorption line shape is,
(3,29)
3.5 The Calculation of Proton Nuclear Magnettc Resonance Resuljnt
Line Shape in Drawn Poly(ethvlene Tereohthalate)
Since solid phase drawn poly(etrylene terephthalate)
contains crystalline and amorphous regions, the resultant line
shape can be approximated by superposition of four contributions:
(1) from C 2 H 4 group in trans, (2) from C 2 H 4 group in gauche,
(3) from benzene ring group in trans and (4) from benzene ring
group in gauche. Because there exist four oro cons in C 2 H 4 group
in trans,C2 H4 group in 'gauche, benzene ring groip in trans and
benzene ring group in gauche, the area under the absorption curve
for each of them must be equal3-9 3-10/, i.e.
3-52
C2H4 Group Benzene Ring Group
Trans Gauche Gauche Trans
Area under
1 1 1Absorption Curve 1
Hence, norwaLazion is needed for each contribution
before superposing them if the area under absorption curve for
them are not equal. The derivative of the absorption line shape
in drawn poly(ethylene terephthalate) is,
where,G1 is the derivative of the aborption line shape due to
contribution from C 2 H 4 group in trans, G2 is the derivative of
the absorption line. shape due to contribution from C2H 4 group in
gauche, G3 is the derivative of the absorption line shape due to
contribution from benzene ring group in gauche' G 4 is the deriva-
tive of the absorption line, shape due to contribution from benzene
ring group in trans.
a1 and a2 are the percentage of trans and gauche in
the material. For the sample. we studied here, a1: a2 is equal
to 0.36: 0.44. The parameters b1 b2 b3 b4 are the line
width for curves G1, G2, G3, G4, respectively. This parameters.
can be chosen for a best fit to the experimental curve.
The fits to the experimental turves for each model
stated in the introduction will be disscussed in Chapter IV.
Table 3-12, Table 3-T3 are normalization factors in each model
stated in the introduction. Table 3-12 is for case that magnetic
field is parallel to the draw direction, Table 3-13 is for the case
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Table 3-12. Normalization Factors For Each Models Stated In Introduction
Magnetic Field Is Parallel To Draw Direction.
AREA UNDER THE NORMALIZATION
X 103ABSORPTION CURVE (GAUSSIAN) FACTOR
MODEL C2H4 Benzene BenzeneC2H4
C2H4 C2H4C2H4C2H4GrcU GroupGroup Ring Ring Benzene Benzene
(Trans) (Gauche) (Gauche) (Gauche) (Trans) Group Group Group Ring Ring
PN1 PN2 PN3 PN4 PN5 (Trans) (Gauche)- (Gauche) (Gauche) (Trans)
PN2 PN2 PN22.6177I 2.5335 2.6226 /PN2 PNG6.56
64125 PN1 1 PN3 PN4
PN2II 6.561 PN1





Table 3-13. Normalization Factors For Each Models Stated In Introduction
Magnetic Field Is Perpendicular To Draw Direction.
AREA UNDER THE NORMALIZATION
ABSORPTION CURVE (GAUSSIAN)( x 105) FACTOR
MODEL C2H Benzene Benzene
C2H4 C2H4 C2H4 Benzene BenzeneGroup Grou Group Ring Ringoupp
(Trans) (Gauche )Gauche) (Gauche) (Trans) Group Group Ring RingGroup
PN1 PNg PN3 PN4 PN5 (Trans) (Gauche )(Gauche) (Gauche) (Trans)
I 2.27115 2.2 8015 2.2797 5 .9103 5.7987 PN2/PN1 PN3/PN1 PNL+/PN1 PN5/PN11
II 5.9495 PN1/PN3 PN2/PN3 1 PN4/PN3 PN5/PN3
III 2.2712 5.6943 6.063 1 PN2/PN1 PN3/PN1 PN4/PN1 PN5/PN1
IV 2.37116
V 5.9495 PN1/PN3 PN2/PN3 1 PN4/PN3 PN5/PN3
VI
Chater IV
Calculated Proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Dine Shgpe
In Drawn Poly(ethylene Terephthalate)
4.1 Calculated Proton nuclear Magnetic Resonance Line
Shape Based on Model (I)
Dr. S.Y. Feng has calculated the proton NMR Line
shape in drawn poly(ethylene terephthalate) by using the
following model.
The protons in the methylene group are treated
as isolated pairs. The protons in the benzene ring are
similarly treated, with H1 H2 as one isolated pair, H H
3 4
as the other (Refer to Figure 3-17). The isolated-pair
treatment is applied to both the trans and gauche
conformations. The final line shape calculated was quite
good. for magnetic field along the draw direction but not
so good for perpendicular direction. The best vaues' of
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where the parameter values in curve (Al) were
different from those in curve (B'I). In order to improve
the calculated line shapes, Model (I) is introduced, where
the benzene ring protons are treated as a 4-spin system
H,I H2H3H4 (Figure 7-17) while the methylene group protons
are still considered as isolated pairs. There is a best
fit for field perpendicular to the draw direction. The
b-values of this curve are,
C2H4, (Dimethylene) group Benzene Ring group
.b1 02 b b4
2.2 z 0 1.4 3 0.(B2)
Figure 4-31 Figure 4-4, Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6
show how the calculated curves. change when parameter b is
changed, The peak of the resultant curve shifts to h4..gher.
field strength as parameter bI or b2 decreases. Figure 4-3
indicates the change of resultant curve a8 b2 decreases.
The change of resultant curve as b,1 decreases is shown in
Figure 4-6. When the parameter b7 increases, the peak of
3
the resultant curve shifts to higher field strength with
increasing line wodth (Figur- e 4-4). The effect of decreasing
parameter b4 is a shift of .the peak to lower field strength
with reduced. line. width (Fi --ure 4-5). For magnetic field
parallel to draw direction, the fit is poorer than the
perpendicular case. The best curve has the following values
C2H4 (Dime thylene) group Benzene Ring group
b1 b2 b3 4L
1.4 1.4 1.4(A2) 3.0
Figure 4-7, Figure 4-8, Figure 4-9 and Figure
4-10 show how the resultant curves change when parameter
b is changed. The .line: width of the resultant curve
reduces as the parameter b3 increases (Figure 4-7) or the
parameter b2 decreases (Figure 4-9). The effect of
iecreasing the parameter b is to pull up the negative
peak around 1.5 Gauss (Figure 4-8). The increase of
parameter b1 shifts the peak around 4.5 Gauss to lower
field strength with increasing line width (Figure 4-10)
The curve with parameters b1, b2, b3 and b4 equal
to 2.2, 3.0, 1.4 and 3.0 respectively is plotted in Figure
4-7 (Vagnetic field parallel to draw direction), The
general shape of this curve is quite similar to the solid
curve in Figure 4-3. This phenomena can be explained by
the fact that the distribution function for benzene ring
in gauche is approximately independent of the field
direction (Figure 3-21 and Figure 3-23).
Finally, the parameters b3, b4 in curve (A2)
is identical to the parameters b3, b4 in curve (B2).
4-5
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4.2 Calculated Proton TTuclea_r• Magnetic Resonance Line
Shape Based on Model (II)
In Model( II), the dime thylene (C2H4) protons
.in trans conformation are taken as a 4-spin system. But
methylene protons in. gauche conf ormation are still treated
as pairs. At first, we hope this model will give a
s1_ightly improved result than Model. (I), because the
interaction between pairs in C2H4 (dimethylene) group is
taken into account in a 4-spin system. But the calculated
results indicate that there is no significant improvement
over Model (I).
Similar to Model (I), there is a best fit fc.r
magnetic field perpendicular to draw direction (Figure 4-11)
The b-values of this curve are
Benzene Ring groupC2H4 (Dimethylene) group
b4b3b2b1
1.81.82.62.2(B3)
The peak of the resultant curve shifts to the
higher field strength with increasing line width when
parameter b or parameter b4 increases. Broken line in
Figure 4-11 shows the shape of the resultant curve when
b4 is increased. The shape'of the resultant curve as b
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The resultant curve slightly increases its line width as
b1 decreases (Figure 4-12). The effect of decreasing the
parameter b2 is to shift the peak of the curve to higher
field strength (Figure 4-13).
For, magnetic field parallel to draw direction,
the calculated -results is worse than that obtained by using
Model (I). The curve seems to have better agreement with
the experimental curve for the following set of values:
C2H4 (Dimethylene) group Benzene Ring group.
b1 b2 b3 b4
1.8 1.0 1.43.0(A3)
This curve fits the experimental result poorly
near the negative peak around 1.5 Gauss and the region from
7 Gauss to 8.5 Gauss.
The peak of the calculated curve shifts to the
lower field. strength as the parameter b3 or b4 decreases.
Solid. curve in Figure 4-14 shows the shape of the resultant
curve as parameter b4 decreases. The change of resultant
curve when parameter b3 decreases is similar to Figure. 4-14.
The effect of-increasing the parameter b1 is to pull up
the negative peak around 1,5 Gauss and to push down the
curve in the region from 5.5 Gauss to 8 Gauss (Finure 4-15)
When the parameter b2 increases, not only the peak of the
resultant curve shifts to the lower field strength, but the
b1 b2 b3 b4
2.2 2.6 1.8 1.8
l.8 2.6 1.8 1.8
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
FIGURE 4-12 THE CHANGE OF THE RESULTANT CURVE WHEN
PARAMETER b1 IS CHANGED IN MODEL(II). MAGNET FIELD
IS PERPENDICULAR TO DRAW EIREGION EIRECTION
Gauss
line width of the curve also increases (Figure 4-16 )
The calculated curve with parameters b1, b2, b3,
b4 equal to 2.2, 2.6, 1.8, 1.8 respectively is drawn in
Figure 4-14. The general line shape of this curve is
similar to the solid.-curve in Figure 4-11. This is due
to the fact that the distribution function for benzene ring
group in gauche conformation is approximatei.V independent
of field direction as stated in Chapter TIl (Figure 3-21
and Figure 3-23).
4.3 Calculated Proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Line
Shape based on Model (III)
Model (TIT) is the same as Model (T) except that
the 4-spin system of the benzene ring is not formed with
protons on the same chain, but with protons on two
neighbouring chains such as H3H4H5H6 (Figure 3-17). The
result is very satisfactory for field parallel to draw
direction, but for magnetic field perpendicular to the
draw direction, the result is much worse indeed.
The best fit for magnetic field parallel to
draw direction is,
Benzene Ring groupC2H4 (dimethylene) group
b3 b4b2b1
2.2 l.4 2.62.2(A4)
which is the solid curve in Figure 4-17. The
4-18
line width of the calculated curve reduces as parameter b
2
decreases (Figure 4-17). As parameter b3 or parameter b4,
increases, not only the line width of the calculated curve
increases, but also.pulls up the negative peak around
1-5 Gauss. Figure 4-18 shows how the calculated. curve
changes as parameter b3 is increased. The way how the
calculated. curve changes as parameter b4 is increased is
similar to Figure 4-18. The effect of increasing the
parameter b1 is to increase the line width (Figure 4-19).
No satisfactory fit could be found for magnetic
field perpendicular to draw direction. Solid curve in
Figure 4-20 seems to be the best that I can. do. The peak
of the calculated curve shifts to the lower field strength
as b3 or bLj decreases. Figure 4-20 shows the change of
resultant curve as b 3 decreases. The change of the
resultant curve as b4 decreases is similar to Figure 4-20.
When parameter b1 decreases, the curve is pushed dovv, in
the region around 2.5 Gauss and pulled up in the region
around 8 Gauss (Figure 4-21). TvThen parameter b2 is increased
the curve is pulled up in the region around 2.5 Gauss and
in the region around 8 Gauss (Figure 4-22).
The curve with parameters b,l, b2, b3 and b4 equal
to 2.2, 2.2, 1.4 and 2.6 respectively for magnetic field
Perpendicular to draw direction is shown in Figure. 4-22.
The general shape of it-is quite similar to the solid curve
bl b2 b3 b4
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FIGURE 4-16 THE CHANGE OF THE RESULTANT CURVE WHEN
PAEAMETER b2 IS CHANGED IN MODEL(II). MAGNET FIELD
IS PARALLEL TO DRAW DIRECTION
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FIGURE 4-17 THE CHANGE OF RESULTANT CURVE WHEN
PARAMETER b2 IS CHANGED IN MODEL(III). MAGNET FIELD
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in Figure 4-17. This can be explained by the fact that
the distribution function for benzene rind in gauche is
approximately independent of field directior (Figure 3-25
and Figure 3-27)
4.4 Calculated Proton. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Line
Shape Based on Model (TV)
In Model IV. the four .protons (formed. by two
neighbouring chair) in benzene ring group in trays con-
formationis treated. as four-proton system. The results
obtained by using this model is better than those obtained
by using Model (III). Not only a good fit is obtained for
field along the draw direction, but also for field perpen-
dicular to draw direction
The best fit for magnetic field parallel to draw
direction is plotted in Figure 4-23. The parameters of
this curve are,
Benzene Ring groupC2H4 (Dimethylene) group
b1 b3b2 b4
2.2A5 1.41.8 3.0
Figure 4-23----- Figure 4-26 show how the
roesultant curves change when parameter b is changed.The
resultant curve reduces its line width as b2 decreases
(Figure 4-23). As the parameter b3 decreases, the negative
peak around 1.5 Gauss is pulled up, but the part in the
4-25
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FICURE 4-19 THE CHANGE OF THE RESULTANT CURVE WHEN
PARAMETER b1 IS CHANGED IN MODEL(III). MAGENT FIELD
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region from 5 Gauss to 9 Gauss is-pushed down (Figure 4-24),
The effect of decreasing the parameter b1 is to shift the
peak around 4.5 Gauss to higher field strength with
decreasing line width (Figure 4-26). As the parameter b4
increases, not only the peak is shifted to higher field
strength, but also pulls up the negative peak around 1.5
Gauss(Figure 4-25).
The best fit for magnetic field perpendicular
to draw direction is,
Benzene Ping irouDC0iI1, (Dimethylene) group
b1 b2 b3 b4
1.81.8 1.0 2.2(B5)
The curve is plotted in Figure 4-27. The way
how the resultant curves change when b is changed are
sho,Tm in Figure 4-27 and Figure 4-28. The peak of the
curve around 2.5 Gauss is shifted to higher field strength
as parameter b1 or parameter- b2 decreases. Figure 4-27
shows how the resultant curve changes as b decreases.
The way how the curve changes as b2. decreases is similar
to Figure 4-27. The peak of the curve shifts to higher
field strength as b3 increases or b4 decreases. Figure 4-28
shows how the peak of the resultant curve shifts as b3
increases. Howjj the peak of the resultant curve shifts as
b4 decreases is similar to Figure 4-28.
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The parameters of curve (A5) and curve (B5) are
not identical e For field perpendicular to draw direction.,
the curve (B5) with parameters same as (.5) is plotted in
Figure 4-27. This curve deviates from the experimental
result very much. The curve (A'5) wit.a same parameters
as 'cur e (B5) for field parallel to draw direction is
plotted (Figure 4-23), which is also very much. deviated
from the experiment result. Curves in Figure 4-27 and
Figure 4-23 indicate that: if a calculated curve fits the
experimental result well for field along draw direction,.
ther., curve with the same parameters fits the experimental
curve poorly for field perpendicular to draw direction,
or vise visa..
4.5 Calculated Proton 'Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Line
Shape Based on Model (V)
In Model (V), four proton in C2H4 (dime thylene)
group (same chain) in trans conformation, four protons
(neighbouring chains in .benzene ring group in trans
conformation are treated as four-proton systems. The
calculated results are plotted in the following graphs.
There is a best fit for field perpendicular to draw
direction. The parameters of the curve are
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FIGURE 4-26 THE CHANGE OF THE RESULTANT CURVE WHEN
PARAMETER b, IS CHANGED IN MODEL(IV) MAGMET FIELD
IS PARALLEL TO. DRAW DIRECRION
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FIGURE 4-27 THE CHANGE OF THE RESULTANT CURVE WHEN
PARAMETER b1 IS CHANGED IN MODEL (IV). MAGNET FIELD
IS FERPENDICULAR TO DRAW DIRECTION
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This curve is plotted in Figure-4-2c, Fib ure 4-30
and Figure 4-31 show how the resultant curves change when
parameter b is changed. The peak around 2.5 Gauss shifts
to lower field- strength as parameter 'b2 or parameter b4
increases Figure 4-29 shows ho wow the curve changes as b4
increases. The way hQw the calculated curve changes as b2
increases is similar to Figure 4-20. The increase of b3
makes the peak of the curve shift to hl gher- field strenr-th
(Figure 4-30). The effect of decreasing parameter b1 is to
pull up the curve in region from 5 Gauss to 3.5 Gauss
(Figure 4-31).
The curve which has better agreement with the
experimental result for field parallel to draw direction
(Figure 4-32) has the following parameters:




There is a bump in the region from 7 Gauss to
9 Gauss for curve' (A6). Increasing parameter b,1 or
decreasing parameter b makes the peak around 4.5 Gauss
shift to lower field strength. Figure 4-32 shows the
shift of the peak as b3 decreases. The way I. ow the peak
shifts.for increasing parameter b1 is similar to Figure 4-32.
Figure 4-33 indicates the line width of the curve reduces
b1 b2 b3 b4
2.2 2.2 1.0 1.8
2.2 2.2 1.8 1.8




FUGURE 4-28 THE CHANGE OF THE RESULTANT CURVE WHEN
PAR AMETER b3 IS CHANGED IN MODEL(IV). MAGNET FIELD
IS PEROENDICULAR TO DRAW DRECTION













FIGURE 4-29 THE CHANGE OF THE RESULTANT CURVE WHEN
RARAMETER b4 IS CHANGED IN MODEL(V). MAGNET FIELD
IS PERPENDICULAR TO DRAW DIRECTION
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Gauss
FIGURE 4-30 THE CHANGE OF THE RESULTANT CURVE WHEN
PARAMETER b3 IS CHANGED IN MODEL(V).MAGNET FIELD
IS PERPENDICULAR TO DRAW DIRECTION
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as b2 decreases. As parameter b4 increases, not only the
peak shifts to higher field strength, but the line ti{iidth
of the curve also increases (Figure 4-34).
Calculated. curve with parameters same as curve
(B6) for field parallel- to draw direction is plotted. in
Figure 4-32. From Figure 4-32 and Figure 4--29, a conclusion
can be drawn: if calculated curve fits well for field
perpendicular to draw direction, then, the curve with same
parameters fits poorly for field along draw direction.
4.6 'Calculated Proton NucleE.r Magnetic Resonance T.dne
Sha-be Rased. on Model (VI)
In this model, only the case for field parallel
to draw da recti on is considered. The best fit for this
model (Figure 4-35) has the following parameters:
C2H4* group Benzene Ring group
b1 b2 b4b3
2.2 1.8 1.4(A7) 3.0
Figure 4-35, Figure 4-36', Figure 4-37 and
Figure 4-38 indicate how the resultant curves change when
parameter b is changed. The negative peak around 1.5 Gauss
is pulled up as b dscreases Figure 4-35). When the
The four.protons are formed by two methylene groups on
two neighbouring chains.
b1 b2 b3 b4
1.8 1.4 1.0 1.8
2.2 1.4 1.0 1.8
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Gauss
FIGURE 4-31 THE CHANGE OF THE RESULTANT CURVE EHEN
PARAMETER b1 IS CHANGED IN MODEL(v). MAGNET FIELD
IS PERPENDICULAR TO DRAW DIRECTION
b1 b2 b3 b4
1.8 1.4 2.2 1.4
1.8 1.4 1.8 1.4
2.2 1.4 1.0 1.8
10 9 8 7 6 5 4
3 2 1 0
FUGURE 4-22 THE CHANGE OF THE RESULTANT CURVE WHEN
PARAMETER b3 CHANGED IN MODEL(V). MAGNET FIELD
IS PARALLEL TO DRAW DIRECEIION
Gauss
b1 b2 b3 b4
1.8 1.4 2.2 1.4
1.8 1.0 2.2 1.4
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Gauss
FIGURE 4-33 THE GHANGE OF THE RESUITANT CURVE WHEN
PARAMETER b2 IS CHANGED IN MODEL( V ). MAGNET FIELD
IS PARALLEL TO DRAW DIRECTION
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parameter b2 decreases, the line width of the curve reduced
(Figure 4-36). The peak around 4.5 Gauss of the curve
shifts to the higher field strength as b,1 decreases
(Figure 4-37. The effect of decreasing Darameter b4 is
not only to shift the peak (around 4.5 Gauss) to lower
field strength, but also to push down the negative peak
around 1.5 Gauss (Figure 4-38).
b1 b2 b3 b4
1.8 1.4 2.2 1.4
1.8 1.4 2.2 2.2
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
FIGURE 4-34 THE CHANGE OF THE RESULTANT CURVE WHEN
PARAMETER b4 IS CHANGED IN MODEL (V). MAGNET FIELD
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2.2 1.8 2.2 1.4
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
FIGURE 4-35 THE CHANGE CF THE RESULTANT CURVE WHEN
PARAMETER b3 IS CHANGED IN MODEL (VI. MAGNET FIELD
IS PARALLEL TO DRAW DIRECTION
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FIGURE 4-36 THE CHANGE OF THE RESULTANT CURVE WHEN
PARAMETER b2 IS CHANGED IN MODEL(VI) MAGNET EIELD
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Gauss
FIGURE 4-37 THE CHANGE OF THE RESULTANT CURVE W: N
PARAMETER b, IS CHANGED IN MODEL(VI). MAGNET FIELD*
IS PARALLEL TO DRAW DIRECTION
b2 b3b1 b4
2.2 1.41.8 3.0
1.82.2 1 .8 3.0
0I57 3 210 49 6
FIGURE 4-38 THE CHANGE OF THE RESULTANT CURVE WHEN
PARAMETER b4 IS CHANGED IN MODEL(VI) MAGNET FIELOD
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Guass
IS PARALLEL TO DRAW DIRECTTON
Table 4-1. The Parameter Values Of Curves Which Seem To Have Better Agreement With
The Experimental Result
CURVES SEEMS TO HAVE MOST AGREEMNT WIRH EXPERIMENTAL
MODEL FIELD PARALLEL TO DRA7 DIRECTIO FIELD PERPENDICULAR TO DRAW DIRECTION
b1 b2 b3 b4 b1 b2 b4b3
1.4 1.4Model 1.4 2.2 1.43.0(I) 3.0 3.0
1.8Model 1.0 1.4 2.2 1.83.0 2.6 1.8(II)
Model 2.2 2.2 1.4 2.6(III)
1.4
Moled 2.2 1.8 1.8(TV) 1.8 1.0
3.0
2.2
Model(V) 1.8 1.4 1,42.2 2.2 1.4 1.0 1.8
2.2Model(VT) 1.8 1.43.0
No best fit can be obtained.
The result until now cannot be worked. out because of the capacity of computer
Uerd(ICL1904)
The model which gives better fits both for field parallel to draw direction and




.1 General Discussions On The Six Models.
The best fit for Model (I) has a dip in the region from 5.5 Gauss to
8 Gauss (Figure 4-7). At first, we hope that the dip can be removed as
the protons in dimethylene (C2H4) group in trans conformation are taken
as 4-spin syst€n (NAdel(II)). In Figure 4-14, it thows that instead of
a dip appears t-i the region from 5.5 Gauss to 8 Gauss, a bump app ears.
This calculated results indicate that there is no significant improvement
when Model (*II) is used. Therefore, we cai treat the methylene protons
in trans onformation as tv,o non-interacting proton pairs for convinience.
For Model (III), the fit is well for field parallel to draw direc-
tion, but there exists no best fit for field perpendicular to draw direc-
tion. This really means that this model deviates very much from the
actual system. The reason why Model (III) is not a suitable model is as
follows: The error comes in v then we form the 4-spin system from twe
neighbouring chains. In amorphous regions, neighbouring chain have no
fixed relative positions and the formation of 4-spin system is certainly
wrong.
l+3del (IV) gives best fits. for magnetic field parallel to draw
direction. and magnetic field perpendicular to draw direction (Figure 4-
23 and Figure 4-2-6). The p arament ers of curre (A5) equal to the
paramenters of curve (Al) except parameter bl: This really means that
5
when the pair interaction between. two neighbouring chain is taken into
account in benzene ring in trans conformation, the line width parameter
(b1) increases.
The best fit for Model (IV) for field penpendicular to draw
direction (Figure 4-26) is better than tho se for Model (I) (Figure 4-3)
and Model (II) (Figure 4-11). The peak of the best fit for Model (II)
and peak of best fit for Model (I) shift slightly away from the region
around 2.5 Gauss --- which is the position of the pe ak of the experi-
mental curve.
From Figure 4-35 and Table 4-1, it is obvious that no improve-
ment is gained by taking methylene protons of two neighbouring chains as
a 4-spin system. The pair model is a good approximation.
The generall features of the changes of the resultant curves
as pareneter b is changed for the six models are,
(A) Magnetic field parallel to draw direction
bl : Peak shifts to higher field strength with decreasing line width
as bl decreases.
b2: Peak. shifts to lower field strength as b2 increases, and the
line width reduces as b2 decreases.
b3 : Peak shifts to lower field strength as b3 decreases.
b4: Peak shifts to lower field strength with increasing line wi dth
as b4 increases.
(B) Magnetic field pdrpendiculer to draw direction
bl : Peak shifts to higher field strength as b1 decreases.
5
b2: Peak shifts to higher field strength as b2 decreases.
b3: Peak shifts to higher field strength vi th increasing line width
as b3 increases.
b4 Line watn reduces as b4 decreases
From Chapter IV,and the above discussions, it can be concluded
that Mxodel(IV) is the most acceptable model. The poor agreement of curve
(B'5) with the experimental curve may be due to:
(1) The simplified structural model used in the ca1cu1ation of
orientation function,
(2) The validity of the orientation function used in this vhesis,
(3) The validity of the assumption of gaussian shape,
(4) The hindered-ro tation in methylene group in gauche (The reorenta-
tion axis is parallel to the chain axis)5-1/5-3.
(1) is obvious because in the calculation of orientation function,
the structural features such as chain folding, helical conformation of
chain, etc. have not been taxen into account. (4) will only be discussed
briefly in section 5.4., because only stationary methylene groups and
stationary ben gene ring groups are considered here. (2) and (3) are
discussed in the following sections.
4
5.2 The Orientation Function
The orientation function used in this thesis is (section 3.2)
where.
(5,1)
n is the draw ratio.
which is deduced by using the aggregate mod .l. The calculated orientation
factrr of the material by using (5.l) is
<P2(cos?)>=0.674406 for trans
(5.2)
which is very much different from the experimental orientation factor
(0.95) of the sample, To have P2(cos )= 0,95, according to .(5.1),
n wauld have to' be 14.35. The variation of P2(cos ) in trans
when draw ratio n is charged is shown ki Figure 5-1 according to (5.1).
The orientation function (5.1) with draw ratio equals to 3.25 and the
orientation function with draw ratio equals co 14.35 are plotted Figure 5-2,
Figure 5-2 shows that the shape of orientation function for n equals to
3.25 is very much different from that for n equals to 14.35.
If the draw ratio n equals to 3.25. is true for the sample, then,
the poor agreement between the calculated curve and the experimental
result is due to the use of. unsuitable orientation function (5-1).
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calculated curve and experimental. result is due to the mistake made in
using wrong draw ratio in the orientation function (5.1). However,
it is unlikely that the measurenent on draw ratio give So Jarge an
error (nearly eigty percent), therefore it is more aecptable that
the poor ag.reasiaent comes from the invalidity of the orientation function
The affine deformation 5-5/ 5-6/,which is also derived
by aggregate model y is better. than the orientation function(5 .1).
The affine deformation is
(5.3)
where are the Legere dre polynor,nial. of order two
and order four reectively.
(5.4)
The values of can be obtained





The orientation function (5.3) with n equals 3.25. is shown in
Figure 5-3. This orientation function has different shape compared with
the, shape of orientation function (5.1) with the same value of draw ratio.
The orientation function (5,3) gives a negative peak around 57.5 degrees,
The orientation factor P2(cos) as n equals to 3.25 is,
(5.7)
which is greater than (5.2). This is why we .say that the orientation
function (5.3) is a more suitable function than orientation function (5.1)
for describing the diatribution of fibres in the material.
Figure 5-4 shows how the orientation factor varies as the draw ratio is
varied. The value of draw ratio which makes the orientation factor
equal to 0.95 is,
n=9.75 (5.8)
which is much less than 14.35
The calculated curves would be greatly improved if the orienta-
tion function derived from two-phase model is used This is because
in drawn polyethylene terephthalate, there are both crystalline and
amorphous regions.
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T he orientationfunctionfor two - phase moel is
( 5. 9)
where are obtained by nuclear magnetic
resonance and the birefringencexperiment .
5 . 3 G aussianS hape
A s stated in C hapter III , the resultantline shape for each
contributionis obtained by superposinga gaussian shape to the distribution
function of each contribution. T he an alysis which leads to the conclusion
that the nuclear magnetic resonance line shape can be charactarizedby
gaussianfunctionwas carriedout by parker5 - 8 . T he argumentin P arker ' s
article was based on rigid lattice model . T herefore the absorptionline
shape is gaussianif the crystal lattice of the material studied is rigid ,
and the gaussianshape may be distortedif the lattice is non - rigid = V 1 0
A lthroughthe materialstudied here is in solid phase , but it is a partly
crystallinesp icemer : . T hus , besides the crystalliner gions , there are
amorphousregions in the sarrple ( polyethyleneterephthalate) . G auche
conformationsof polyethylaze terephthalate molecules only appear in
amorphousregion , and they are uniformlydistributed( section3 . 2 ) .
T herefore , it is not quite right to approximateth absorptionline shapes
of benzene ring in gauche and the absorptionline shape of benzene
ring group in gauche by gaussian functions .
O n the . other hand , the trans conformationsof poly ( ethylene
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Therefore errors would be made in theoretical calculations because all
trans conformation of C 2 H 4 group and trans conformation of benzene
ring group are a ppropd mated by gaussian shapes.
Since molecules in amorphous region are much more loosely packed,
or disorder, we think that.the agreement may be improved as the distribution
function for C2H4, group in gauche and distribution function for benzene
ring in gauche are approximated ey i orentzian5-7
5.4. Hindered Rotation In Methylene Groin
It is generally, believable that there is a hindered rotation in
methvlene group in polyethylene terephthalate5-1/---5-4/. The easiest
method for testing the existence of the hindered motion is by measuring
the second moment. As temperature increased the second moment of
polyethylene terehthalate decreased5-2 .The X--ray measurements indicated
there was no change in crystal structure of P .E.T. from low temperature
up the. melting poin5-2/.This tvD kinds of measurements indicate that
the variation in second moments may be considered as due to the molecular
motions in amorphous regions. From the absence of any structure on the
absorption line, it is suggested that there is no appreciable rotation
in benzene ring5-2/
From the experimental results stated above, it is quite believable
that there is a molecular motion (rotation) in methyy:_ene group in amorphouss
regions. By Batman s calculation, the second moment of the methylene group
was reduced from 16.1G 2 to 43G 2 if the rotation was taken into account and
the rotational. axis was pe-rpendicular to the line joing the proton pairs.
Another experimental results indicate the rotational axis of the
methylene group is along the fib.-e (chain) axis is given by Hyndman
5-1
and Origlic , in which showed that there was no change in the
doublet, splitting and the relative change in both line-width and
second moment is smaller for field parallel to fibre axis. Hence,
we can conclude that at room temperature, there exist molecular rota-
tions in methylene group in amorphous regions, where the reorienta-
tion axis is along th chain axis. Since the proportion of gauche
is large in amorphous regious, we can say that, there are hindered
rotations in methylene group in gauche form, where the reorientation.
axis is parallel to the chain axis.
5.5 Conclusion
In the.six models, the most acceptable one is Model (IV).
The pair interaction in C2H4 group in trans between two neighbouring
chains are negligible. The poor agreements between the theoretical
calculations and the experimental results are due to:
(1) Rotation in methvlene oroun in gauche,
(2) Validity of the orientation function used,
(3) Validity of the assumption of gaussian shape.
(4) Simplified structural model used in the calculation of.orientation
function.
By comparing the experimental orientation factor and cal-
culated orientation factor, we can conclude that the orientation
function used in this thesis is not appropriate.
5-13
.The experimental curves used here are absorption line.
shape for drawn poly(ethyTe.ne terephthalate) at room temperature
when there exist thermal motions in the atoms of the material. This
is because. the experimental results were obtained in room temperature,
and atoms always have thermal motions in room-. temperature. The
calculated curves would have better agreement with the experimental
curves if the experimental curves are obtained in low temperature such that
all thermal motions vanish.
5-14
APPENDIX I
Detailed Calculation Of The Hamiltonian For Dipole-dipole Interaction
The Hamiltonian for dipole-dipole interaction is.
(Al.l)
where I. is the spin operator of the ith nucleus, Ik is the spin
operator of the kth nucleus, g is the nuclear g factor, B is the
nuclear magneton and rik is the vector from the ith nucleus to the
kth nucleus.
Let aik' Bik and nik are the direction cosine of rik
relative to the x, y and axis. Suppose the static magnetic field
is along the z direction, therefore. the scalar products such as Ii rik









By using (Al. 6),
(Al.7)
Since the selection rules for
are
andforrespectively, and pence sharper than thos
Here is the magnetic quantum number for atom i, supposed
individually spaced quantized relative to the z axis. If we use
the letter N for the total magnetic quantum number Iii, the selection
rule for system of rarticies is.
.9
2
Following the argument of Van Vleck the bracketed
part of (Al.7) can be dropped. The resulted Hamiltonian is
(Al.9)
(Al.l0)










n=e AcR( Ii In -3IizIRz)
(A1.16)
where ik is the angle that the vector/rik makes with the direction
of the static magnetic field.
APPENDIX II
Transformation From IM Basis To M1M2 Basis For System Of Two
Identical Nuclei Of Snin
Suppose I1, I2 are the spin operator for the two
identical nuclei, Where
(A2.1)
by addition of angular momentum, I = 1, 0. The z- components of
the angular momentum are.
(A2.2)
















Therefore the transformation from IM re-presentation
to M1M2 representation is,
(A2.9)
APPENDIX III
Evaluation Of Matrix Elements Of .For Four-spin System




By using (A1.5), the following relation can be
obtained,
(A3.3)
The Hamiltonian (A3.1) thus can be rewritten as,,
(A3.4)
where (A3.5






















=<4 2/n/4 2> = (A12+A34+A24+A23+A14)
















/45/G12/45> = 0 <45/G34/45> = -A34
<45/G13/45> = 0; <45/G24/45> = 0
<45/G23/45> = 0; <45/G14/45> = 0
<45/n/45> = -A34/2
=-A12/2
<46/G12/45/ = A12; <46/G34/46> = A34
<46/G13/46> = A13; <46/G24/46> = A24
<46/G23/46> = A23 <46/G14/46> = A14






























































(15) H67' H 68, H 69
Hence.
oH67 H69H68
.(16) Hii (i 2,.3
Since
contain no term as
hence
,11. The 'matrix elements therefore havefor all.i 2, 3
values,
0H1i
.6,7 .1.1(17) H2j j
Since




<46/G12/42> = <46/G12/48> = <46/G12/40> = 0
<46/G34/41> = <46/G34/48> = <46/G12/40> = 0
<46/G31/47> = <46/G13/48> = <46/G13/40> = 0
<46/G24/47> = <46/G24/48> = <46/G24/40> = 0
<46/G23/47> = <46/G23/48> = <46/G23/40> = 0
<46/G23/47> = <46/G14/48> = <46/G14/40> = 0
12/4i>, G34/4i>, G13/4i>, G24/4i>, G23/4i>,
G14/4i>
<41/G12/4i> = <41/G34/4i> = <41/G13/4i> = 0
<41/G12/4i> = <41/G23/4i> = <41/G18/4i> = 0
G12/4j>, g34/4j>, G24/4j>, G23/4j>
<42/G12/4j> = <42/G34/4j> = <42/G13/4j> = 0
<42/G24/4j> = <42/G23/4j> = <42/G14/4j> = 0
The matrix elements thus have values,
H2j = 0
(18) H3j (j = 6, 7, 11)
Similary argument in (17), hence
H3j = 0
(19) H4j (j = 6, 7, 11)
Similary argument in (17), hence
H4j = 0
(20) H5j (j = 6, 7, 11)
Similary argument in (17), hence
H5j = 0
APPENDIX- I V
Detailed Calculation Of Energy*Leve is (2.27)
The energy' levels can be obtained by using the relation,








EH24 H55H3 H45 D
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From (A4.2) and (A4.1) 9 implies that
0D'2 (A4+.3)DD1
3
Case 1 CM 2)
O. that isDI
(A4.4)
Case 2 (M 1)
0, therefore,D2
H24E aH240H2c
E H34 bH34H330 Q (A4.5)







By adding .(A4.8) to (A4+.9), gets,
(A4.10)






By substractina (A4.8) from(A4.9) 9ets
(A4.15)































Rv substracting.(M4.22) from tA4.2.),gets,
(A4.24)
From (A4.24). and also
(A4.25)









inserted it into' (A4.3O), .gets,
Let E =xH66
(A4.31)
2-11 the energy levels are,








Detailed' Calculation Of Eigenvectors (2.28), (2.29), (2.30)
Case I (M= 2)
From (A4.4), it is apparent that the eigenvector of.E,
is
(A5.1).
Case II: CM= 1)
As E=E. (i= 3,4), then relation (A4.11) always can
be satisfied- o Hence the coefficients .have the following properties,
0c+d
(A5.20b
From (A4.6), we get,.
0 (A5.3).a Hz4Hzz-E
By usiig (A4+.15) and (A5.3), the following relation
can be obtained
HIU E 0dH4JH4 (A5.4)
Hzi-E
The values of. tXe bracKet ao not equa. to .zero as
-E =Ei (i =3,4). Therefore,
0c-d
(A5.5)c =d




Let E Ei (i= 3.4)
(A5.8)





As E = Ej (j= 2,5), then the relation (A4.16) always(B)




From (A4.17), we get,.
(A5.14)
BY using (Ak.1O) and (5.14),
•l5)(A5
The alues of the bracket do not equal to. zero.as
E = Ej (j = 2,),theeefore,
C+d= 0
(A5.16)e = -d
From (A5.16) and (A5,14)., the cofficients b thus
(A5.17)
equal to. zero, and
(A5.18)
Let E= Ej (j= 2,5)
(A5.19)






we can get that,
(A5.25)










By using relation 1, gives,
case 3 : (H = o)
(A) As E = Ei(i = 78), from (A4.24),
c' = b'
-(E+H89-H88)
Insert (A5.26) int (A4.21), gives,





B) If E =E9, (A4 .24) gives,
(A5.35)
From (A5.27), we get that b' equals to zero.
From(A4.21),gives,
(A5.36)
By using (A5.36), (A4.22) and (A4.23), we get,
(A5.36')
















BY adding (A5.45) to (A5.46), we get,
(A5.47)
From (A5.44), we get,
(A5.47')
From (A5.47) and (A5.48), tie values of e can be






Insert e', d' into (A5.45), get
(A5.51)
The bracket equals to zero as E= Ej(j= 6,10,11).
Hence ,the cof fi ci ents f do not equal to zero a By using the orth.
onormality of eigenfunctions, the values of d, e, f can be carried









is eigenvectors of E=Ej(j=6,10,11)
APPENDIX VI
The Derivation Of (2.31) and (2,32)





















By using (A65), we obtain,
(A69)
APPENDIX VII
Detailed Derivation Of Equation (3.Z5) and (_3.26)
As in Figure 3-6 and. Figure 3-7, the chain axis
makes angle A with the draw direction (Z axis), vector (vector
joining the proton i and proton j) makes an angle B. with the chain axis.
The component of rjj. which is perpendicular to the chain axis makes
angle a with ZY plane, and makes an angle /2 - a with the X axis.
Suppose the chain acis, Z axis are in the same plane. Resolved unit
vector of rjj along and perpendicular to the chain axis, the component
of unit. vector of rij are,
cos B. parallel to chain axis
sin B. parpendicular to chain axis
Then sin Po makes angle (1/2- (a) with the X-axis,
and makes angle a with the ZY plane The projection of unit rjj
along the X,Y,Z axis are,
(sin B. sina, cos B.sinA+ sin B.cosa cosA cosB. cosA-cosa sinA)
(A7.1)
(A) IF field is parallel to draw direction,the direction cosine
of the static magnetic field is,
H:(0 , 0 , 1 ) (A7.2)
Hence the value for cos ij is,




(B) If the magnetic field is perQendicular to the draw
direction, the direction cosine of the field is,
H: (sinC , cosC ,O) (A7.5)
The value for cos ij is,






Distribution Function for Drawn Poly(ethylene terephthalate)
Two-so in Sstem
The calculation of distribution function is carried out by
computer. Before writing out the program( in Fortran) used for
calculation, the method is explained briefly as follows,
From (2.15). tne value of h is.
h = H = H =3/4gB r -3(3 s2-1)
wnich depends on the factor (3 cos 2 B- 1) since Br-3 is constant
for a definite material. When positive (negative) sign is taken, then
h is maxium (minium) as ®=0°, h is minium (maxium) as o= 90.
The maxium (minium) value of h( -3/4gBr-3 is not considered, since it
is a constant) is 2(-2) and the mninium (maxium) value of h is -1(+l).
The region from zero to 2 is then divided into ten parts. The region
from zero to I is also divided, with the sane length of interval as
in the region from zero to 2. Hence, the region from zero to 1 is divided
into five parts. The value of h is changed as cos 0 is varied. As h
falls in any interval in the region from +2 to -1, that interval counts
on.* Hence, the total number of points for each interval in the region
from +Z to -1 can be obtainea. Similary, the total number 'of points for
each interval in the region from +1 to -2 is also obtained.
The total distribution function is the super-Position of the
two distributions, and it is obvious that the distribution is symmetric
about the origin (zero). The program in Fortran is given in
the following pages.
The program shown is for field prependicular to draw direction,
with Bo equals to 84.9 degrees, The increament in A is 5.0, and the
increament in B and in C are 2.0. There exist no improvement on the
distribution function reduced. as increame it of parameters A, B, or C
is reduced,
MASTER
C POPULATION OF POINTS
C MAGNETIC FIFLD IS PRFEDICUI- A DPAW of IRFCT 1U44
C OMEGA IS THE ANGLE 6FTt,%l FN PAIR .1 IRECTIC 7. sxiS
D 1MEWSI0N Q( 10), H (10)
WRITE (2,18)






















IF(X.LT.-0.8) GO TO 200
IF(X.LT.-0.6) GO TO 180
I F (X. LT. -0. 4) GO TO 160
IF(X.LT.-0.2) GO TO 140
IF(X.LT.O.) C,0 TO 120
IF(X.LF.G.2) GO TO 120I F (X. LE. 0. 4). GU -..TU__.._1.40
IF(X.'LE.n.6) GO TO 160
IF(X.LE.O.8) GO TO 180
IF(X.LE.1.) GO TO 200•
TF(X.LE.1.2) GO TO 220
IX.LE1.4) GO TO 240
IF(X,LE1.6) 630 TO- 260
IF(X.LE.1.8) GO TO 280



















IF(C.LE..179.) GO TO 10
B=B+2.
IF(B.LE.179.) GO TO 9
DR=3.25









83 WRITE (2, 7)
7 FORMAT,(//, 25H POPULATION OF POITS)
WRITF( 2,)( H( M), M=1, 1 0)





4 FORMAT (//, 8H TOTAL=, F16.8)
STOP
END
NT, LENGTH 406, NAME NONM.
APPENIDI IX
Distribution Function for Drawn Poly (ethylone terechthalare)
Four-spin Sstem
The method used here is similar to that used in Appendix VIII.
The` energy range, to zero, is divided into tai parts. Energy
range from to zero is also divided in such a way that the magnitude
of interval is equal to that in the energy range from to zero.
Transistion probabilities are summed up as they are corresponding to
the same energy difference. The total distribution function is the
superposition of distribution functaon in range
and distribution function in range Obviously,
this distribution function (population of transistion probabilities)
is symmetric about the origin (zero). Following is the program
(in Fortran). The program is for field parallel to draw direction,
and the four spins H1, H2, H3, H4 in Figure 3-18(b). The increament
in A is 5, 0 and the increarnent in B -is 2, 0. No improvement can exist
as increament of parameters A or B is reduced.
FOUR shin system formed from two neighbouring chains
MASTER.
C MAGNETIC FIELD IS PARALLEL TO THE DRAW DT RECTION
TRANSIT1ONW1TW TRAINSITIOr4 PROBABILITY SMALLER 0R EGMAL TO SSS t8
C NEGLI61BLE
C RANGE OF ENERGY ..DT FFERENCE AND DIST.RTBU1ry N OF TR,ANSITION..-_.
C PROBABILITIES
C
C RB IS ONE OF THE BASE VECTOR OF THE PET UNIT CEL(iRICLINTC)
c RB MAKES ANGLE YA WITH 2 DIRECTION
C RB HAS LENGTH B BB
C 08 IS THE ANGLE BETWEEN VECTOR Rp AND r )4r x D[RECTION
c RP Is THE DISTANCE BETWEEN T'JO PROTOlds
C OB TS IN THE UNIT OF DEGREE
C OA Is TN THE UNTT OF RADIAN
C
DIMENSION SH11 (3), S21(3),, 431 (3), H41(3).
PINENSTON BBC(3), H1 (3) H2(3), H3(3), H4(3)
DIMENS OW SHI (3), SH2(3), VH4 (3), V42(3), VH3(3), VH4(3)
011ENSTOk OB(4)
D(MENSION PE(28), TPP(2), TGP(10)• TAP(10) TBP(10)
rIMENStON AXY1(4) AX YZ(4), A AXz. X1 4) X2(4). RRR.(4)
D f mErjs I ONA X (4), F1 (6), T2(6) D!MENSTONPP(4), AA(4). AB(4-), AC(4), AP(4),
OE(4), RE(4), BA(6). BB(t$),, BC(6)1 Op( d)
DtMENSTcm TTP(28)
D MENSION TP(23)
















BBCC2) =BBB(C(3) =BBB*COS(YA)WRITE 2. 4 0 0 5)------
- 4005 FORMAT (53H ORi ENTATI ON Of THE VECTOR Rs I N x-Y--Z CO-OROT NA TE
WRTTE (2,4009) (BBC (TI), T I=1, 3)
409 FORMAT (2X,4H X=,E14.7 6X,4H Y=,E14.7. 6X, 4H Z=,E14.
READ (1 40 2 0) (SHI(II), II=(1,3)
.4020 FORMAT (3F8,64)READ (1 ,4020) CSH2(II),II=1,3)




























4010 OB (I)=OA (I)/0.017453
WRITE(2,4002)
4002 FORMAT (37H THE ORIENTATIION THE BENZENE RING,//)
WRITE (,4003) (RP(I),I=1.4)
4003 FORMAT (5H RP=.R14.7,5X E14.7 ,5X R14.7 5X ,E14.7.//)
WRITE (2.4004) (OB(I). I=1.4)




18 FORMAT (35X.50H MANETIC FIELD IS PARALLEL TO THE DRAW DIRECTION
WRITE(2.14)
17FORMAT (40X.41H FOUR PROTON INTERACTION IN BENZENE RING ,////)
WRITE (2.91)
91 FORMAT (44H RANGE OF ENERGY DIFFERENCE WITH SSS=1.E-04./)







514 FORMAT(///.97H RANGE OF ENERGY DIFFERENCE IS DIVIDED INTO SETE
*AL DIVISTONS, THE MAGNITUDE OF EACH DIVISION IS;
WRITE (2.513) AK























IF (ASMALL.GE,AK1) 60 TO 810
IF (ASMALL.GE.AK2) GO TO 811
IF (ASMALL.GE.AK3) GO TO 812
IF (ASMALL.GE.AK4) GO TO 813
IF (ASMALL-GE.AK5) GO TO 814
IF (ASMALL,GE.AI6) GO T4 815
IF (ASMALL.GE.AK7) GO TO 816
IF (ASMALL.GE.AK8) GO TO 817
IF (ASMALL.GE,AK9) GO TO 818
IF (ASMALL.GE.AK10) GO TO 819




































































200 GO TO (60.70).MK
60 DO 61 I=1.4
61 AX (I)=AX1(I)
GO TO 199
70 DO 71 I=1.4
71 AX (I)=AX2(1)















































































































F1 (5) =HG66-E 1 0.
Fl C6) =H666-El I
F 2 (S)= HG1011- E10
F2 (6) =HG1 01I-E11
DO 162 J=4,6
F1O F2(J)*F4..







AJ 1=1 .2247 -48'*AA (1)
A J O=- 0. 7071 068* BA (1)
A06=-O. 70 71 068*BA (2)
AJ2=-1.4142136*BP(1)
AJ3= -1 .4042 13 6* BB(2)
A14=1.4142-136*AC(4)





T P( 11)= A J 0 *A A (2)+ A J Z *AC C2)
TPC12)=AHO-*,AACZ)-+AJ3*AC (2)








T1P (8) =Tp (8)* TP (8)
TTP(9) =TP (9) *TP(9).
TTP(10) =TP(10)*Tp(10)





TTF (2 7)= T P (227)* T P (2.7)
T T P C 28)= T P t 2 8)* T P( 2 8)
00 90.4 N, 28






944 CONTT MUEIf (K. GT. 1) GO TO 907
AY=AMAXI (A LARGE, PE (1), P i (2), PE (3), PE (4) #.PE (5), PE (6) t PE (7) Y PE (8) x
*P(9),PE(10)oPE(-11).PE(12).PE(13),PE(14),-PEC15),pc(16).PE(17),-







AS=AMIN1 (ASMAIL,PE(1)-PE(2),PE (3),PE (4.),PE(5),PE(6),PE (7),PE (8),





907 9O 908 m7=1,28GO TO( 11.612.613,614.615,616.617-6-T8,619.62Q)KP
620 TFCPE(NI). LT.AK9) GO. TO 610
619 TF(PE(NI) LT.AK8) GO TQ 609
618 I GO TO 608 617IF(pF(NI),LTAK6) G0 TO 607616 IF(PE(NI)6LT.AK5) GO TO 606.
615 IF(PE(NI). LT.AK4) 60 TO 605
614 IF(PF (HI). LT,AK3) GO TO 604
613 tF PF(NI). LT.AK2) GO TO 603
612 N L TO 602 6 Q.._....---------------------------_____-
611. IF(PE(NI) LT. A K-0-) GO To'
IF(PECNL). LE.AK11) GO TO 601
IF(PE (N I). LE. AK1 2) GO TO 602
IF(PECNI). LE.AK13) GO TO 603
LF(PEctit) .LE.AK14) Go To 604
TFCpECNI). LE.AK15) GO To 605
IF( pFCNI)•. LE.AK16)G0 TO 606
IF(PE(NI).LE.AK13) GO TO 607
tF(PE(NI). LE.AK18) GO TO 608
IF(PE(NI). LE,AK1J.) GO TO 609





603 TCP(3) =TCP (3) TPP CNI).
TCP(4)=TCP(4) TPP (NI)G-0.70 .968
605' TCP(5)=TCP(5)+TPP(NI)
GO T O 908
606 TCP(6)=TCP (6)+TPP(NI)
GO TO 908
607 TCP (7) =TCP (7)tTPP(PLI)GO TO 908
608 TCP (8) =TC P (8)-TPp (N 1)
GO TO 908





IF(MK.LE.2) GO TO 200
B=B+2
IF(K.LE,1) 60 TO 506.
DR IS DRAW RATIO
NK













802 D0 304 I=1.10
304 TAP(I)+FACTOR1*TCP(I)
803 NK=NK+1
IF(NK.LE. 2) GO TO 804
506 A= A+5
IF(A LT 90) GO TO 11
IF( K GT 1 ) GP TO 501
WRITE (2.300) ALARGE ASMALL
300 FORMAT ( 1.9H ALARGE= E14.7. 9H ASMALL= , E14.7)
GO TO 502501 WRTTE (2. 500)








WRITE (2.503) (TAP(I) I=1.10)
503 FORMAT(//. 2X. 8E14.7)WRITE(2.16)
16FORMAT(// 37H SUM OF ALL TRANSITION PROBASILITIES )
505FORMAT(2.5000)
5000 FORMAT (////.53H POPULATION OF TRANSITION PROBABILITIES WHEN RR=3
*.25 )
WRITE (2.503) (TBP(I). I=1,10)
WRITE (2.16)
WRITE (2,5050) TOTAL2
5050 FORMAT (//.9H TOTAL2= , E14.7)
502K=K+1




EMENT , LEN6TW 2583 NAME NONM
505 FORMAT (11, 9H TOTAL1= , E14.7)
WRITE (2.2505) TOTAL1
APPENDIXX
T ransformationF rom T riclinic T o O rthonormalC o - ordinates
T he unit cell of PET is triclinic, with the c axis
parallelto the z axis in the orthonormal. co - ordinates. L et x , y , z ,
are the unit vectorsalong the directionsX , Y , Z . S ince x axis
is in the ac plane, we can write( see F igureA 8 - 1 ) ,
( A8 . 1 )
( A8 . 2 )
( A8 . 3 )
F rom . the inner products,
(A8.4)
( A8 . 5 )
( A8 , 6 )
( A8 . 7 )
( A8 . 8 )
H ence,
( A8 . 9 )
T he transformationis ,
(A8.10)
The vector b is useful in the calculation of the
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